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About This Game

It should have been a tremendous achievement, but the tunnel through the Ridge of Leviathan became the site of a great
disaster. What really happened that day? You were supposed to have been on the train with your husband and daughter, but you

missed it. And then they disappeared from your life forever.

It's one year later, and a strange man - a scientist who thinks this is just like the Bermuda Triangle and other such vanishings -
invites you to take part in his greatest experiment: To recreate the conditions of that fateful day in Surface: The Pantheon!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

- Collect flowers throughout the game
- Unlock puzzles in the Pantheon Treasury

- Gorgeous wallpapers and concept art
- Bonus soundtracks and screensavers

- Integrated Strategy Guide
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surface the pantheon collector's edition

I really love the concept, but it just was not executed well.
Part placement is glitchy, controls are glitchy, and there is no explanation on what parts are and how they work.
There is no background music, just silence.
Also, placing parts has the same exact drill noise repeated over and over. It gets annoying quick.
It would also be nice to advanced to the next stage after completing one, instead of being dumped back into the menu screen.

I really wanted to enjoy this, but it needs some serious refinement.
I recorded my first impression gameplay if you want to see what I'm talking about: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aPKLoFhpj0A&feature=youtu.be. The best deal for diamonds, even better than the $100
package. If you want cosmetics or currency to play MarketMech, this should be your first purchase.. For a while I thought the
game was okay, not great, most of the buildings didn't have the models. But after a while of playing the game, you attempt to
finally launch a satellite into orbit, you get all the resources. But it doesn't let you make it. This whole game has absolutely no
meaning and I highly recommend to not buy it, I wasted a good amount of my money and hope you do not do the same. The
game for mobiles from 2005... It's a good expansion and fun campaign, it suffers from two major problems that also plague
Rome Total War. First off the Battle AI even at hardest difficulty is stupid. Second is the Greeks are way OP. To balance this
the Persians need more variety of heavy infantry and smarter AI. But maybe it's hard to teach AI try to flank the phalanx. But
it's a great game and I highly recommend it. Unfortunately there is this one big balance issue, My Alexander conquered Alatolia,
Israel, and Egypt, didn't get to leave Egypt when Persia decided to die as a nation all the sudden becomeing all rebels. KINDA
BREAKS THE GAME! :( Twas fun tho Greeks are too overpowered, and the immortals are too weak should be stronger.. Not
worth £10.99 Controls are unusable, its a attempt at resident evil one, control schema isnt pleasant.

This is a 3.99 product not 10.99 Requested refund.

This was decided after playing with three other players.
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Lovely easy-going Poker Game.
ALL-IN!!!. I bought this to help me run the several campaigns I DM regularly. Having tried to use it for a short while, I then got
a refund. This application is not suitable for use on a PC. The UI is unoptimised, unintuitive and badly scaled for any screen
larger that a tablet. The bulit in help is non existent and there are many other free tools online such as maptool or
fantasymapbuilder that do the same job far better. Save your money.. Buy it if you like to get mad.. This game came out already
in a bundle for like 25 cents including the new updated version. The Devs lied and said this genesis game would only be
available to us that pre-ordered Eador for $20 and never be available on steam against after that,. Do not support Devs that lie to
customers. I won't buy from them again unless its a 25 cent game on a bundle, never again from Steam for higher price for this
lying group of devs.. Fun little music sandbox, if you like music and\/or logic I'd definitely recommend giving this a try - enjoy
building up 'circuits' to power your beats.
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